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The Issue 
Grade validity is in question when teachers do not exclusively assess 
achievement and when grades mean different things in different schools, in 
different classrooms, and for individual students.



What are some typical elements of a grade?
1. A reward for compliance instead of a reflection of student proficiency
2. Points taken away if the assignment was handed in past an arbitrary due date
3. Points added for participating
4. Points added for bringing back a permission slip
5. Points added for bringing cans of food or boxes of kleenex 
6. Points relating to Behavior (positive or negative)
7. No specific information relating to what parts of the learning a student did well versus they did 

poor
8. No information on the amount of growth a student showed
9. Using a Mean or Average instead of a student’s most recent evidence, which penalizes them for 

not having prior knowledge about a new topic we are teaching.
a. Example: A student who receives scores of 2, 6, and 10 (out of 10) on a given Math unit covering the same standard. 

The Average score would be a 60% in a percentage based system. But the student showed growth and the last score 
showed they had mastered the standard. Why not recognize the growth and the level of achievement?



What can be done about it?
The habits, practices, routines, and processes of traditional grading are not 
easy to relinquish; it first requires an initial shift in how teachers think about 
and approach the process of verifying learning.  By developing a 
standards-based mindset, we can begin realigning how we report with how we 
teach.
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What does it mean for Geneseo?
Over the years, Geneseo has already been making incremental changes to 
bring accuracy to student assessment and making academic achievement 
about learning and not just point attainment (GHS honors system and GMS 
homework philosophy as examples).  Now as a district, we have begun the 
process of developing a new mindset through professional development and 
research-based approaches to authentic assessments.

Geneseo will continue the arduous, but worthwhile work, through the 
2021-2023 school years and incrementally share successes and progress with 
the BOE, students, and families.


